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Phosphazenyl-stabilized anions are very useful synthons in organic1

and organometallic chemistry.2 Their preparative potential is due to
the ability to tune the reactivity and coordinating properties of the
system through variation of the substituent at the nitrogen atom.
Thus, for a given electrophile the course of the reactions with the
lithium anions ofP-alkyl-P,P-diphenyl(N-phenyl)phosphazenes3 and
those having a strongly electron-withdrawing group linked to the
nitrogen4 differ notably. The diversity in chemical behavior may be
ascribed a priori to structural differences of the intervening reactive
intermediates.

We have previously reported the crystal structure of the lithium
N-phenylphosphazene [Li{CH2P(Ph2)dNPh}(THF)2] 1.5 The mono-
mer displays a lithium cation to be part of a Li-C-P-N four-
membered ring. This structural motif proved to be rather general as
it was found in all lithium complexes of alkylphosphazenes
subsequently characterized [Li{CH2P(Me2)NSiMe3}4] 2,6a [Li-
{CMe2P(iPr2)NSiMe3}2] 3,6a [Li {CH(SiMe3){Ph(1,2-C6H4)PNSiMe3}]
4,6b [Li {CH(SiMe3)P(Ph2)NSiMe3}(Et2O)2] 5,6c and [Li{CH-
(SiMe3)P(Ph2)NSiMe3}]2 6,6c [Li {CH(Me)P(Et2)NSiMe3}]4 7,6d as
well as in lithium phosphazenyl dianions,7 all of them bearing a
PdN-SiMe3 group. We describe herein the characterization in
solution and in the solid state of the lithium (N-methoxycarbonyl)-
phosphazene9, as well as the ab initio study on a model lithium
derivative.

Treatment of CH3CH2P(Ph2)NCO2Me 84d with LiBun in THF at
-30 °C for 30 min and then layering the orange solution with
hexane at-18 °C for 2 days afforded crystals of dimeric9, [Li-
{CH(CH3)P(Ph2)(NCO2Me)}2](THF)2 as an air-sensitive low-melt-
ing (mp -15°C) solid8 (Scheme 1). Unlike all known lithium
phosphazenes, the monomeric unit of9 consists of a six-membered
ring formed by coordination of the lithium atom with the carban-
ionic center and the oxygen atom of the carbonyl group coming in
by side-arm donation (Figure 1). In addition, this oxygen atom
provides the link between both lithium atoms of the dimer to form
central planar Li2O2 four-membered ring. The six-membered ring
exhibits a puckered half-chair conformation with a planar bay
defined by the phosphazenyl moiety torsion angles P1-N1-C13-
O2 of -1.8(5)°, O2-Li1-C15-P1 of 33.4(2)°, N1-P1-C15-
Li1 of -47.5(2)°. The lithium atoms are additionally coordinated
by a THF molecule in a distorted tetrahedral geometry. This is the
first time that a nonsilylated lithium phosphazene with an electron-
withdrawing group at the nitrogen is characterized.

The C15-Li1 bond distance of 220.1(6) pm is shorter than in
monomer1 223(1) pm. The P1-N1 bond distance at 163.4(2) pm

is slightly longer than the P-N bond length of Ph3PdN(CO)Ph9
162.6 pm pm.9 On the contrary, the N1-C13 distance 131.3(4)
pm is shorter than in9 (135.3 pm), whereas the length of the C13-
O2 bond 124.5(3) pm is longer than the average value for the
carbonyl group of aR,â-unsaturated ester (119.9 pm),10 although
shorter than the C-O distance of an ester enolate (average 131.4
pm).11 Taking into account that the P1-C15 bond distance of 169.7-
(3) pm is in the expected range for an ylide group,12 these data
suggest that the negative charge is delocalized through the phos-
phazenyl fragment. Accordingly, the C15 atom is pyramidal (sum
of bond angles of 342.6°), and the carbamate moiety of9 is
essentially planar (torsion angles N1-C13-O1-C14 of-0.3(4)°
and O2-C13-O1-C14 of 179.8(2)°).

The solution structure could be unraveled through variable-
concentration and -temperature NMR studies. The room temperature
NMR spectra of9 in THF-d8 show average signals for a single
species (Supporting Information) with the expected shielding of
the methine group related to8 (∆δH(9-8) ) -2.13 ppm,∆δC(9-8)
) -16.77 ppm).5 At -60 °C the31P spectrum of a highly diluted
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Figure 1. Molecular structure of9 in the crystal. Selected bond lengths
(pm) and angles (deg): P1-N1 163.4(2), P1-C15 169.7(3), C15-Li1
220.1(6), N1-C13 131.3(4), C13-O2 124.5(3), O2-Li1 194.8(5), P1-
C1 181.6(3), Li1-O3 197.9(5), N1-P1-C15 118.91(14), C13-N1-P1
123.4(2), O2-C13-N1 131.0(3), O2-Li1-C15 99.2(2), Li1A-O2-Li1A
90.0(2), N1-C13-O1 115.9(3), P1-N1-C13-O2-1.8(5), O2-Li1-
C15-P1 33.4(2).

Figure 2. 121.44 MHz31P NMR spectra of9 measured in THF-d8. Sample
concentration: (a-d) 0.005 M; (e) 0.057 M. Spectra (d-e) were acquired
at -110 °C and processed with resolution enhancement.
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sample (0.005 M) shows a single signal, which splits into two broad
singlets at-100°C and is finally resolved in three signals at-110
°C (δ 27.72, 27.54, 27.17, relative ratio 34:57:9) (Figure 2a-c).
Resolution enhancement processing revealed the coupling of the two
low field phosphorus signals to only one7Li atom (quartet,2JP,Li

) 3.2 Hz Figure 2d).13 Increasing the concentration to 0.057 M
affords a31P NMR spectrum at-110°C consisting of five quartets
at δ 27.15 (2JP,Li ) 5 Hz), 27.22 (2JP,Li ) 3.8 Hz), 27.54 (2JP,Li )
3.2 Hz), 27.69 (2JP,Li ) 3.6 Hz), and 27.75 (2JP,Li ) 3.2 Hz) (Figure
2e). Significantly, the relative integral of the overlapped high field
signals increased to 34%, and a new quartet appeared atδ 27.69.
Additionally, in the concentration range 0.32-0.005 M the variation
of the signal integrals correlates reasonably well with an equilibrium
monomer-dimer (Supporting Information), provided that the two
major signals from the most diluted sample are assigned to the
monomer. The fact that the monomer shows two31P signals may
be explained through the presence of two rotamers (M-r1 /M-r2 ,
Figure 2e) due to the restricted rotation of the methoxy group.14

On the other hand, a dimer with a structure similar to that found
in the solid state (e.g. with trans THF molecules and the cis isomer
sterically disfavored) would give rise in solution to a mixture of
two diastereoisomers: the (C15R*,C15AR*), having two diaste-
reotopic phosphorus atoms, and the (C15R*,C15AS*) isomer where
the 31P atoms are enantiotopic. Therefore, the31P spectrum of the
dimer would show three signals, as it is experimentally observed
(D1-D3, Figure 2e). The lack of rotamers for the dimer may be
assigned to the increase of the bulkiness around the carbonyl group
due to the coordination to a second lithium atom.

To understand the reasons of the preference for a six-membered
ring chelated lithium structure as compared with the four-membered
one, ab initio anddensity functionalcalculations on the monomeric
model compound [LiCH2(H)2PdNCO2H‚(Me2O)2] were carried out.
Two stationary points (10aand10b, Figure 3), corresponding to the
four- and six-membered ring, respectively, were located at the MP2/
6-31+G* and Becke3LYP/6-31+G* levels of theory and shown
to be energy minima by performing the frequency calculations.15,16

According to the calculations, the structure10b, with the lithium
coordinated to the carbanionic center and to the carbonyl oxygen, in
a six-membered ring fashion, is predicted to be stabilized by 2.5
(MP2/6-31+G*) and 3.4 (Becke3LYP/6-31+G*) kcal mol-1, rel-
ative to the four-membered ring structure10a. This result is in good
agreement with the experimental results reported above. The
Becke3LYP/6-31+G* calculations predict a higher energetic pre-
ference for the six-membered structure than the MP2/6-31+G* level
of theory, but there is a close agreement on the geometrical para-
meters between the two theoretical methods (Table S5, Supporting
Information).

The calculated geometrical parameters of10b are quite similar
to those of9, even though the model compound is truncated by
the substituents at the carbon and phosphorus atoms. On the other
hand, the geometry of10a (Table S5) is in good agreement with
the X-ray structures previously reported for1 that show a four-
membered ring coordination.5 The higher stability of10b relative
to the four-membered ring appears to be due to the distortions
present in the geometry of10a. Thus, the bond angles around the

phosphorus and lithium atoms are far from the ideal values
corresponding to the tetrahedral geometry. In addition, the length
of the C-Li bond in 10a is larger than in10b, reflecting a weaker
bonding interaction between the anionic center and lithium. Finally,
the presence of an O-Li bond in10b, as compared with the N-Li
bond present in10a, contributes to an increased stability of the
six-membered structure.

Concerning reactivity, the lithium coordination to the CO group
in 9 will contribute to increase the electrophilicity of the carbonyl
carbon and the phosphorus atom of the phosphazenyl moiety, giving
rise to new reaction pathways4 for theR-lithium N-methoxycarbonyl
derivatives that are not observed in theN-aryl series.3
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Figure 3. MP2/6-31+G* optimized geometries of10a and10b.
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